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June 15, 2020 

 

 

Gerald Poliquin, Secretary of the Board 
National Credit Union Administration 
1775 Duke Street 
Alexandria, VA  22314-3428 
 

Re:  Comments on Proposed Rule: Combination Transactions with Non-Credit Unions; RIN 3133-AF10 

Dear Mr. Poliquin,  

I am writing on behalf of the California and Nevada Credit Union Leagues (Leagues), one of the largest 
state trade associations for credit unions in the United States, representing the interests of approximately 
240 credit unions and their more than 11 million members.  

The NCUA Board (Board) proposes to adopt new regulations (new Subpart D of Part 708a) to clarify and 
make transparent the procedures and requirements currently in place related to combination transactions. 
Combination transactions include those where a federally insured credit union (FICU) proposes to 
assume liabilities from a non-credit union, including a bank. They also include a FICU’s merger or 
consolidation with a non-credit union entity.  

Because these transactions occur in relatively small numbers, the Board has not previously promulgated 
a detailed rule addressing them. However, in recent years, these transactions have increased in 
frequency and the Board now believes it would be beneficial to clarify the processes and requirements 
related to FICU’s applications for these transactions. The proposed rule essentially codifies current, yet 
not published, practices. The Leagues support the addition of a distinct rule as the increased 
transparency will assist FICUs seeking to engage in these transactions. However, we do have some 
concerns with the proposed rule and offer the following comments.  

Approval Timeline 

The proposed rule requires NCUA’s advance approval of combination transactions. A federally insured 
credit union (FICU) must submit its request to the Regional Director. Federally insured state-chartered 
credit unions (FISCUs) must also obtain the advance approval of their state regulator in addition to the 
NCUA’s approval. 

The proposed rule does not impose a limit on the length of time the NCUA may take to consider 
combination transactions. The Leagues strongly disagree with the lack of a timeline for the NCUA to 
consider and respond to an FICU’s application package. Timing is critical for an FICU and other entity in a 
proposed combination transaction. We recommend the NCUA apply an approach consistent with that of 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), which maintains an established timeframe of generally 
60 days to respond to combination transaction applications. It is important to maintain parity in this 
instance since non-credit union entities often consider transacting with other non-credit unions. To 
maintain an even playing field and consistency with the FDIC, we urge the NCUA to limit to 60 days the 
length of time for which it can consider a combination transaction.  
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Application Package 

The proposed regulation includes a list of the minimum information required in the application package, 
including “a list of the other institution’s assets that would be impermissible for the FICU to hold under the 
Federal Credit Union Act or state law, with the plan for excluding these assets.” 

Rather than requiring a FICU to automatically exclude such assets from the beginning, the League 
recommends the NCUA include an option for an FICU to hold such impermissible assets for up to 12 
months in order to either make them permissible or dispose of them.  

Federal Credit Union Membership 

The proposed rule reiterates that potential members must be within the federal credit union’s field of 
membership and the potential members consent to membership.   

Field of Membership 

The proposed rule requires a federal credit union (FCU) to demonstrate that the depositors of the other 
entity are within the FCU’s field of membership. This severely limits the possibility of combination 
transactions for all charter types other than community charters. The Leagues recommend the NCUA 
consider whether the FCU Act would permit the NCUA Board to waive this field of membership 
requirement, similar to the wavier for emergency mergers. Often, a combination transaction with a FICU is 
the best or only option for the depositors of the other entity and public interest would best be served by 
NCUA’s approval of the transaction. The NCUA should not essentially limit FCUs participation in these 
transactions to only community chartered FCUs.  

Consent to Membership 

The proposed rule requires that to become a member of the FCU the other entity’s customers must 
affirmatively act through an authoritative vote or individual consent before the closing of a combination 
transaction. In the case of a vote, the other entity’s regulator, charter, and bylaws must permit such a 
process, whereby the vote of a certain percentage of customers will demonstrate affirmative approval for 
all affected customers and thereby meet the requirement to subscribe to FCU membership. This 
approach is analogous to the voting required in FICU-to-FICU merger transactions, where a majority vote 
of the whole allows the transaction to proceed without an affirmative act by each individual.  

The League strongly disagrees with the proposed approach and questions whether consent is necessary 
or appropriate for combination transactions with non-credit unions.  

When a credit union merges with another credit union, a vote is reasonable and appropriate since the 
members of the merged credit union are also its owners. However, there is not the case when a non-
credit union entity is involved in the transaction. An authoritative vote of the entity’s customers is not 
appropriate.  

We also oppose the proposal to obtain individual consent from each depositor before the closing of a 
combination transaction. This process would not only be extremely challenging from an operational 
perspective, it would also be enormously time-consuming and likely delay or prevent the transaction.  

As previously stated, the Board should consider whether consent is necessary or appropriate for 
combination transactions with non-credit unions. If a depositor becomes a credit union member through a 
combination transaction and they do not desire membership, they can always close their membership. 

Should the Board determine consent is necessary, the Leagues recommend the NCUA allow an optout 
process. This would allow the applying credit union to inform all bank customers that they will become 
members of the credit union unless they take action to optout. Such an optout provision would still 
achieve the NCUA’s objective of ensuring the customers choose to become members of the credit union. 
An opt-out would greatly reduce the compliance burden associated with an affirmative act, as included in 
the proposal. A combination transaction should not be contingent on prior customer consent.  
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Conclusion 

The Leagues thank the Board for the opportunity to comment on the proposed rule regarding combination 
transactions with non-credit unions. The Leagues generally support the addition of a distinct rule for 
combination transactions as the increased transparency will assist FICUs consider such transactions. 
However, we recommend the Board reconsider the membership eligibility and consent requirements and 
whether consent is necessary or appropriate for combination transactions with non-credit unions.  

Thank you for considering our views and recommendations. If you have any questions regarding our 
comments, please contact me.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Diana R. Dykstra 
President and CEO 
California and Nevada Credit Union Leagues 
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